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ABSTRACT 

 
Known for its good hardware efficiency [2], Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) is a popular 
algorithm for computing trigonometric functions.  This paper presents a multifunction integrated design of a 
CORDIC. The system is capable of computing sine, cosine, rectangular to polar arcsine and arccosine using only 
one data processor block for every stage. The system is implemented in a 3 stage pipeline structure. Each stage has 
been provided with a controller. The controllers are tasked to govern the timing of data transfer between stages. The 
design is then implemented on a Field Programmable Gate Array chip and its performance evaluated.   
Keywords: CORDIC Algorithm, Trigonometric Functions, Pipelined Structure, and FPGA. 
   

INTRODUCTION 

The Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer works on the following principle, given a vector as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 Vector rotation 
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A vector with coordinates (x1, y1) is rotated with an angle θ1 resulting to a new vector with 

coordinates (x2, y2).  The new vector is further rotated with an angle θ2 resulting to the vector 

with coordinates (x3, y3). By basic definition of CORDIC, x3 and y3 can be represented as: 

 

x3 = cos θ2 *cos θ1{ [x1 - y1tan θ1] - [x1  tan θ1  + y1 ] * tan θ2 }    (1) 

y3 = cos θ2 *cos θ1{( x1 – y1 tan θ1) tan θ2 + (x1 tan θ1 + y1) }    (2) 

 

We note from Eq.1 and  Eq.2 that the x and y values are represented as accumulating product 

value of cosine of the angle of each rotation multiplied by (enclosed in brackets) the 

corresponding sum /difference of the previous x and y terms inclusive of the tangent of each 

angle of rotation. If the rotation continues to reach vector n with coordinates (xn, yn), the final 

value of xn and yn are computed as follows: 

 

xn = cos θ1 * cos θ2 * cos θ3 *…* cos θn * (K1)      (3) 

yn = cos θ1 * cos θ2 * cos θ3 *…* cos θn * (K2)      (4) 

 

As mentioned previously, K1 and K2 represent the accumulating sum/difference of the x and y 

terms inclusive of the tan θ terms for every iteration.   

 

If we assume that the value of θ decreases for each iteration such that θ is theoretically made to 

approach a value very closed to zero, then the accumulating product of all the cosine θs will 

approach a constant value since cosine of zero is 1.  Alternatively the constant value can be 

embedded in the iteration process by assigning it as the first value of x i.e. x1 in the iteration to 

avoid the final multiplication process [4]. Furthermore, if the value of θ is to be carefully chosen 
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such that Tan θ is a power of 2, then Tan θ can be implemented by simple shifter modules.  

Hence K1 and K2 of the Eq.3 and Eq.4 can be implemented by mere use of adder, subtractor 

and shifters. Table 1 shows the special values of θ that will make Tan θ a power of 2.  

    Table1: Selected tan θ values 

Tan θ θ Cos θ 

1 45 0.707 

1/2 26.565 0.894 

1/4 14.036 0.970 

1/8 7.125 0.992 

1/16 3.576 0.998 

1/32 1.78991 0.9995 

1/64 0.895 0.9998 

 

 

To find the sine and cosine of an angle, say, φ: We follow the following steps: 

 

1. Assign arbitrarily a vector, you must know its x and y coordinates as well as its current 

angle with the x axis, say, α 

2. Rotate the vector by an angle shown in Table 1. 

3. Get the new value of x and y.  

4. Compute for the value of the angle,i.e. α  = α + angle of rotation.  Α is initially zero. 

5. If αnew = φ, iteration stops otherwise, we repeat steps 2 and 3. 
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The final value of x and y from the given iteration, multiplied by accumulated value of cosine θ 

yields the cosine and the sine values respectively. The designer can assign the accumulated 

value of the Cos θs as a fixed constant embedded in the hardware model depending on his 

chosen angles of rotations.  

 

Using CORDIC to compute the Rectangular to Polar coordinates, the initial values of x and y 

are fed from external inputs. The following procedure can be carried out: 

 

1. While other references would have started with phase identification and then rotating the 

vector by + or – 90 degrees [5], we opted to deviate by determining in what quadrant the 

given vector is located. 

2. From its location, rotate the vector to the nearest side of the x axis (clockwise or counter 

clockwise) until the value of y becomes zero. Clockwise rotation yields a negative value 

for tan θ otherwise tan θ is positive. 

3. The total angle of rotation is the angular component of the polar representation while the 

final x value represents the magnitude. The sign of the angular component can be 

determined from the initial quadrant location. 

 

In computing for Arctangent, the same procedure is applied as the one use in rectangular to 

polar representation. We note that in converting from rectangular to polar, the angular 

component of the result of conversion is in fact equal to the arctangent of y/x.  So in searching 

for arctangent of a given data, normally, the external input y is 1 and x is the data whose 

arctangent we intend to compute. 
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In computing for Arcsine, we can start with a unity vector (x = 1 and y = 0), The vector is 

rotated until the value of y becomes the argument.  For example, we want to find the arcsine of 

0.5; we can rotate the vector continuously until the value of y becomes 0.5.  The sum of the 

angular rotation represents the final answer. For the Arccosine, we merely compute for the 

arcsine and subtract the result from 90 degrees. 

 

DESIGN CONSIDERATION 

The entire system is divided between the processing units and the control units. This is the 

typical architecture adopted by the Algorithmic State Machine. Figure 2 shows the block 

diagram for the processing unit.  The design adopted a 24 bit input i.e. 12 bit integer and 12 bit 

fractional digits.  x and y shown in the figure serve as the initial values of the first iteration.  

These values will be supplied by the control unit. The shifter modules, the register as well as the 

multiplexers are all managed by the control unit.  Due to pipelining, there are 3 data processors 

for the whole system. 
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Figure 2 Data processor 

 

The shifter for each processor varies. The first processor works on 3 bit shift, the 2nd on 6 bit 

shift while the 3rd work on 8 bit shift. The purpose of using 3 shifters is to improve the accuracy 

of the computation.  For example, if we are to compute for the sine of 55.8 degrees, processor 1 

will compute for the sine of 55.8 degrees to an accuracy level of ± 7.125 degrees from the 

original value.  Processor 2 will continue from where processor 1 left off until the accuracy level 

comes to ± 0.895 degrees while processor 3 will improve the accuracy up to ± 0.222 degrees.  

Basically, Figure 2 represents the general CORDIC equation similar to the one shown in 

Equation. 1 and 2. The left side of figure 2 represents x calculation while the right side 

represents y calculation.    
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To design the controller, we divided the entire design according to selected mode of operation. 

The controller has a 3 bit input named SELOP, short for select operation. The value of SELOP 

determines the mode of operation as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Mode of operation 

SELOP Mode of Operation 

000 Sine/ Cosine 

001 Rectangular to Polar 

/Arctangent 

010 Arcsine 

 

To implement the pipeline, we used 3 controllers. Each controller is assigned one processor. 

These controllers work on handshaking mode.  How does the handshaking work? 

 

1. Processor 1 starts the operation by processing the 1st input.  As soon as it completes, it 

informs processor 2 that it has a data for processor 2 to accept. It waits until processor 2 

acknowledges the data. Upon acknowledgement, processor 1 starts processing the next 

data. 

2. A soon as processor 2 finishes computing, it sends a signal to processor 3 to inform 

processor 3 that a data is waiting at its input port. Processor 2 waits until processor 3 

acknowledges the data.   After this, processor 2 sends a signal to processor 1 informing 

processor 1 that it is ready to process the next data. It waits until processor1 sends a 

signal informing an available data for processing. 
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3. When processor 3 completes its operation, it sends a signal to processor 2 to inform that 

it is ready for the next data. Processor 3 waits until processor2 sends a signal informing 

an available data for processing.  Figure 3 shows the pipelined CORDIC with the 

controllers included.    

 

Figure 3 Pipelined CORDIC  

 

In designing the circuit for each controller, we used the Finite State Machine (FSM).  For 

“controller 1”, a 3 state FSM is implemented for the sine/cosine computation. . Figure 4 shows 

the diagram. 
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Figure 4 “controller 1” SELOP = 000 

 

Basically, “state 0”00 is the starting state. It provides the initial x and y input after which the 

repeated iteration occurs in “state 1”. If the difference between the accumulated angle and the 

target angle is less than ± 7.125 degrees, “state 1” moves to “state 2”. At “state 2”, “controller 1” 

waits for acknowledgement from “state 2”. 

 

Figure 5 shows the FSM for controller at SELOP = 001.  

 

Figure 5 “controller 1” at SELOP = 001 
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Similar to the preceding discussion, at “state 0”, external input data is accepted by the controller 

and fed to the processor. In this state, the controller also determines the given vector’s quadrant 

of operation.  At “state 1”, the first incremental angle is indicated. At “state 2”, the output value 

of the first iteration is stored in a memory for comparison with next output. At “state 3”, 

continued iteration takes place. The iteration stops if the current y and previous y differ in sign 

bit.   At “state 4”, “controller 1” waits for acknowledgement from “controller 2”. 

 

Figure 6 shows the FSM for “controller 2” when SELOP is 000.  Reset state of “controller 2” 

starts at “state 4”.  At “state 4”, “controller 2” waits for acknowledgement from “controller 3”. 

At “state 5”, “controller 2” waits for acknowledgement from “controller 1”.   

 

Figure 6 “controller 2” at SELOP = 000 

 

In “state 6”, “controller 2” accepts the input angle provided by “controller 1”.  At “state 0”, 

“controller 2” starts processing the x and y inputs which is passed by controller1.  At “state 1”, 

“controller 2” repeats the iteration until   the difference between the accumulated angle and the 

target angle is less than ± 0.895 degree. 
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Figure 7 shows the FSM for “controller 2” at SELOP = 001. 

 

Figure 7 “controller 2” SELOP = 001 

 

Again, just like the previous discussion, “state 4” is the reset state. Likewise, “state 4” and 5 are 

acknowledgement waiting states. “state 0” is the quadrant determination state for the given 

vector.  “state 1” and 2 are normal 1 cycle iteration states. “State 3” is the repeated iteration 

state. “state 3” moves to “state 4” if the current y and previous y differ in sign bit.    

 

Figure 8 shows the FSM for “controller 3” at SELOP = 000. 
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Figure 8 “controller 3” at SELOP = 000 

 

“state 4” is the reset state. At this state, “controller 3” waits for acknowledgement from 

“controller 2”. In “state 0”, the controller feeds in the input data passed by “controller 2”. At 

“state 1” repeated iteration occurs. Iteration stops when the difference between the total angular 

rotation and the target angle is less than ± 0.223 degrees.    

 

Figure 9 shows the FSM for “controller 3” at SELOP = 001 

 

Figure 9 “controller 3” at SELOP =001 
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Again, “state 4” is the reset state. “state 0” passes the external input data to the processor. “state 

1” is a 1 cycle iteration state. At “state 2”, the first set of outputs from the processor is stored in 

a memory.  At “state 3”, normal iteration occurs. For every iteration, the current y value and the 

previous y values are compared.  Iteration stops if the 2 y values differ in sign bit.  Figure 10 

shows the FSM for “controller 3” at SELOP = 010.  Of the 3 controllers, only controller has a 

010 option as far as the SELOP value is concerned. O10 signifies arcsine operation. This means, 

during arcsine operation, only “controller 3” and processor 3 will work.  

 

Figure 10 “controller 3” at SELOP = 010 

 

Again, “state 4” is the reset state. At “state 0”, external inputs are accepted for processing.   

“state 1” is the repeated iteration state. The system moves to “state 4” when the current value of 

y and the target value of y (argument) is less than 1. 
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ANALYSIS 

Simulation results revealed a working 3 stage pipeline.  Around 1 – 2 clock cycles are spent for 

the handshaking operations between controllers.  These additional clock cycles however are 

greatly compensated by increase in throughput.  As for an example, 2 angles 30.9 and 60.35 

degrees are to be processed for sine /cosine calculation. When processed individually, it would 

have taken a total of around 41 clock cycles to finish the operation.   However, due to 

pipelining, the 2 angles were processed in a total of 25 clock cycles only.  Simulation reveals 

some error on the accuracy of the result. This is expected due to the following reasons: 

 

1. Due to the limited size of the processing register (only 24 bits), every time we shift to 

execute the multiplication process, some of the lesser significant bits end up lost or 

unaccounted for after the shifting process. This is likely to happen for a 6 bit or an 8 bit 

shift.  

2. For rectangular to polar conversion, due to only 3 types of shifting operation adopted for 

this project, it is very difficult to attain a final value of y = 12 bits of 0.  The highest 

resolution adopted for this design was only ± 0.223 degrees. 

: 
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Table 3: Summary of results 

Operation Theoretical 

 

Simulation 

 

Sine/Cosine 

θ = 32.9o 

Sin(32.9o) =0.543 

Cos(32.9o)=0.839  

 

Sin(32.9o) =0.539 

Cos(32.9o)=0.87 

 

Sine/Cosine 

θ = 60.35o 

 

Sin(60.35o) =0.869 

Cos(60.35o)=0.494  

 

Sin(60.35 o) =0.906 

Cos(60.35 o)=0.541  

 

Rà P 

x=0.838 

y=0.544 

 

0.999∟32.99o 

 

1.045∟32.52 o 

 

R à P 

x=0.494 

y=0.868 

 

0.998∟60.35o 

 

1.077∟61.91o 

 

Arcsine 

0.0385 

 

2.21 

 

2.006 

 

Arcsine 

0.058 

 

3.33 

 

3.12 
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Table 3 summarizes the simulation results for selected inputs. The code is originally intended 

for FPGA implementation. Hence, the code was synthesized on a XILINX Virtex FPGA library. 

The result of FPGA implementation revealed a maximum clock frequency of 55 MHz.  

Furthermore, the total estimated power consumption was placed at  483 mW. 

 

 The verilog code was also synthesized using chartered standard cell library.  Post synthesis 

simulation revealed a match with pre synthesis simulation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The design adopted for this paper made use of 24 bit inputs only. As a result, obtaining a 100% 

accuracy for the answer cannot be achieved.  Fractional increase of the angle of each iteration 

requires a maximum of 8 bit shift. Such shift size is not good for a 12 bit of fractional bits input 

since this will shift out a big percentage of the entire fractional bits.  While changing the input 

size will yield a better accuracy, it should however be noted that the design algorithm shall 

remain the same.  The throughput of the set up can definitely be increased if the pipeline 

structure is expanded to more than 3 stages.  This however will mean an increase in hardware 

requirement. Further studies on hardware and performance trade up can be explored. 
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